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TEA TIME 



THE
UNIVERSAL
BEVERAGE

GLOBAL TEACONSUMPTION IS
HIGHER THAN IT'SEVER BEEN 

Tea has a way of connecting people and
bringing great pleasure to everyone who
immerses themselves in it. This centuries

old beverage has been consumed
everywhere around the world and is still

growing in popularity to this day. No matter
where you are, you can share a cup with

someone. 



THERE'S A TEA
FOR THAT 

Need a little energy boost? Stress relief? Help
falling asleep? Well, there’s a tea for that! Tea has

historically been known for having effects on a
person's mood and performance, such as

concentration, reduced fatigue, and relaxation.
After water, tea is the most popular beverage

worldwide. Similar to coffee, it can be consumed
to boost alertness yet with less caffeine and with
a number of other mood related benefits. Tea’s
molecular makeup makes it the perfect biohack
for regulating your modern day performance.





A BETTER
BEVERAGE 

Are you a coffee lover? Or a caffeine enthusiast?
There are many liquid swaps for coffee, and

you’ll find that most of them will not only
energize you, but they also carry along some

amazing health benefits, with tea being one of
the biggest categories of doing so. Many people

are slowly realizing that tea can be a great
source of caffeine for your daily busy lifestyle.
Between Chai tea, Dandelion tea, Ginseng tea,

or even Green tea there is a perfect one for you.





SOCIAL
INFLUENCE

Research shows that only 1% of millennials
trust advertisements, whereas 33% of them

trust blog posts and influencers. 40% of people
say they have bought a product after seeing it

used by an influencer on social media.
Influencer marketing is rapidly growing with

more tea companies using influencers as their
marketing strategy. Along with influencer

marketing growing, tea companies can now
target specific groups of people by using
influencers as their form of advertising. 
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UNPLUG &
UNWIND 

Tea is beneficial in its effectiveness to calm us down,
relieve stress, disconnect, unplug, and escape. Slowly

savoring a hot tea as you reflect on the day allows
yourself to destress and decompress. Many of us live in
a state of constant stress interrupted by bouts of acute
but fleeting ease of mind, when it should be the other

way around (constant ease of mind interrupted by
bouts of acute but fleeting stress), and the variety of

hot teas and their ingredients claim to help you correct
the imbalance. 





CLEAN & GREEN 

Organic is everything. Consumers now care
about where their food comes from, how it’s

made, and what impact it has on the
environment. Tea manufactures are following
suit selling certified organic products absent
of pesticides that are harmful to people and

the environment. Many are also sourcing
their product from smaller, more sustainable
farms and making their customers aware of
that fact. People want to buy tea that’s good

for them and good for everyone.





DRINK 
WELL 

With ever rising obesity rates, consumers are now more
than ever looking for products to supplement a healthier
lifestyle. Many teas contain a wealth of antioxidants that
protect against cell damage and help maintain long term
health. Several studies show that tea can also help reduce

the risk of heart disease, stroke, and even cancer. Teas can
lead to lower blood pressure, lower cholesterol, and lower
body fat; the benefits are endless. However, manufactures

should be weary of selling “miracle cures” and should
clarify that their tea is a supplement to regular diet and

exercise.





POP UPS 

Tea companies can now market offline by having pop up
locations. Pop up locations allow brands to be able to
engage with consumers in a creative way and interact
with their consumers in person. By interacting with

consumers in person, tea companies are able to show
their authenticity by not just being a random brand

online, but also being relevant in the everyday lives of
consumers. With pop up locations, tea companies can
also now try out new products with a niche group of

people before going global with it. Pop up locations are
becoming more popular in big cities and are expected to

grow in the future. 





CONCLUSION 

As for the future, we believe more and more people will
make the switch from coffee to tea. We think that more tea

will increasingly be sold in pop-up retail stores. Tea
companies will be able to create an immersive experience
for their consumers, allowing them to see what customers

like and dislike prior to producing globally. Consumers
care about where their product is coming from. Being able
to see it first hand in a retail store will help them become

loyal users of the product. People drink tea for the
experience because tea can calm you down and aid you in

escaping from your busy life, even if it is just for a few
moments. 






